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COMMENTS FROM THE NAIC 

The NAIC's Life Insurance (A) Committee adopted the 1998 Generally Rec- 
ognized Expense Table (GRET) at its meeting on September 24, 1997, in Wash- 
ington, D.C. The Life Insurance (A) Committee recommended that this table 
replace the existing GRET (i.e., the 1997' GRET) effective April 1, 1998. This 
effective date was chosen to give companies adequate time to implement the 
1998 GRET. It is anticipated that adoption of the 1998 GRET, with an April 1, 
1998 effective date, will be approved by the full NAIC membership at the 
Winter National Meeting in Seattle. It slhould be noted that some states may 
have the authority to implement the 1998 GRET regardless of formal NAIC 
approval. Each state's position should be reviewed to determine when the new 
GRET will be effective. 

The Society of Actuaries Committee on Life Insurance Research established 
a Project Oversight Group (POG) to deve][op or identify a table of  expenses that 
would qualify as a "Generally Recognized Expense Table" (GRET) for the life 
insurance industry. 

This GRET is to be relied upon by actuaries and insurance companies in 
complying with the NAIC Life Insurance Illustration Model Regulation and the 
Actuarial Standard of  Practice, "Compliance with the NAIC Model Regulation 
on Life Insurance Sales Illustrations." 

This table will represent industry expenses on a fully allocated basis. The use 
of this table does not relieve actuaries and companies from the allocation of 
direct expenses in complying with the Model Regulation and ASOP. 

The issue of expenses became a sticking point during the process of  devel- 
oping a Model Regulation which meets the concerns of  regulators and insurers. 

A compromise position on the expense Jissue was proposed at the 1996 Snow- 
bird, Utah, meeting among representatives from the NAIC, consumer organi- 
zations, the insurance industry, and the Actuarial Standards Board (ASB). The 
proposed compromise was that the actuaries and the insurance industry would 
be allowed to use marginal expenses in complying with the self-supporting pro- 
vision of  the Model Regulation to the extent that these marginal expenses (ME) 
were not less than those of the GRET. GRET expenses may be used if they are 
greater than company marginal expenses (Note: this is not clear from the Model 
Regulation but is spelled out in the ASOP). Company fully allocated expenses 
(FAE) may always be used regardless of  their relationship to the GRET. Note 
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that company direct sales costs are in addition to the GRET. 
The following relationships resuit fi-om this compromise assuming that ME 

< FAE (acronyms as previously defined): 

!) i f  GRET < )-¢iE < FAg Then use ME or FAE 
2) Y~" ~.~ ME < GRET < FAE Then use GRET or FAE 
3) i f  ME < FAE < w a n : "  ~7hen use GRET or FAE 

The mission of  the P e G  -~or i997 was ~o: 

o Address any qnesfions that were previous!y raised regarding the GRET that 
had been previously developed. 

o Determine the appropriate meshed ??or developing the i998 GRET: (1) time- 
liness oa presenm~lon of  resmss to ~ ~ NAIC and the industry; and (2) reso- 
lution of  any issues that were raised regarding last year ' s  GRET. 

© !r~erface with the NAiC and i~surance industry representatives throughout 
this process. 

o Present a proposed GRET to the NAiC for its approval before the June 1997 
NA~C ~/2eeting. 

o Establish the set of  expense L?.etors tha~ are appropriate for use as the 1998 
GRET. 

For 1997 the POCO conducted a survey of  the 250 largest lilts insurance com- 
panies. Goais were to obtain statutory data on a more timely basis and to address 
questions not answered directly by pub!ished imOormation including expense ad- 
justments for pour-in premiums on universal life, and reinsurance and expense 
allocations within groups o f  companies and by lines of  business within com- 
panies. 

The responses to the survey were dismai, and therefore, once again, the P e G  
focused on "the One Source Database ~hat ,,,,,'as used in the previous year 's  stu@. 
This is a database service which provides statutory data obtained from the NA~C. 
The database is updated on a monthly oasis; however, there is a time lag o f  
several months on the infon:nation included. 

The P e G  had received several reqL~ests to consider deveioping a separate set 
of  ihctors or some adjustment of  universai life pour-in premiums and had hoped 
to obtain sufficient data 9:ore ::he survey that was mailed to 250 liZs companies. 
However, only i0 companies ]~rovided data on the expenses related to ~his item 
and these data jumped around a bit. The P e G  felt that it was inappropriate to 
base expense factors on data o f  this quantity and credibiiity. 

The following NAiC annual statennent fields were accessed in the One Source 
database. 
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NAIC ANNUAL STATEMENT REFERENCES # 

Item Acquisition Maintenance Aggregate 

Policies Exhibit of Life Insurance; Exhibit of Life Insurance; N/A 
12, col. 3 0.5* (11, col. 3 + 120, 

col. 3) 

Units Exhibit of Life Insurance; N/A N/A 
12, col. 4 ! 

Premiums N/A N/A 

Expenses 

Exhibit 1 Part 1; 
col. 3, 19a + l l0a ~ 

N/A I N/A P6; co/. 3, 122 + 123"* 

* Group products to which the regulation is applicable were thought to be similar in their expense 
elements to ordinary life. Therefore, no attempt was made to isolate the annual statement expenses 
attributable to group products marketed directly to individual members of a group. 

j- Single premiums were weighted using 6% after reduction for any dividends applied. 
** Only the estimated life insurance component of the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) 
and unemployment tax was included. Premium taxes and other state and municipal taxes must be 
considered separately. 

The group again used the Life Office: Management Association (LOMA) 
functional cost/expense factors as seed expense factors. LOMA provided 
expense information from its most recent expense study, but the number of 
participants in the most recent study was lower than the previous year and 
contained a different mixture of companies by distribution system. There- 
fore, for consistency, the POG decided to continue using last year's seed 
expense factors. It is anticipated that next year's expense stud3, will contain 
a higher number of participants and will provide a new set of seed expense 
factors. 

The POG was still of the opinion that expense factors should not be shown 
separately by type of company ownership (stock versus mutual) and should 
not be stratified by company size. The group again examined variations in 
expenses attributable to company distribution methods and decided that this 
refinement was appropriate. The POG did receive requests for additional 
definitions of distribution systems but was unable to consider such requests 
due to the lack of available expense study data and the dismal responses on 
the expense survey. 

The POG again grouped expenses into the four categories of distribution 
systems: Branch Office, Direct Marketing, Home Service, and All Other. 
Companies were placed in the appropriate categorry based on research per- 
formed by Conning and Co. and public information (e.g., Best Reports) for 
our analysis. 

The expense factors were developed based on a review of the application 
of the LOMA seed expense factors to the 1996 statutory results of the 200 
largest life insurance companies as measured by life insurance expenses. In 
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order to lessen the e£ect  o f  reinsurance on the factors, we rernoved com- 
panies where the life reinsurance commissions and allowances were at least 
25% of  the sum of  life general expenses and life commissions. The POG 
continues to have some concern about the wide range of  variation of  ex- 
penses within the groups; to a i b q a t e  concerns over the effect of  these var- 
iation% the "outi iers" were remo,,~ed ~rom the stu@. Outiiers were generally 
d e t e m i n e d  to be those companies that had expenses that were 50% or less 
than or 250% or more than the expenses produced by the median factors 
applied to that company ' s  units. The final sample represented approximately 
80% of  indust%, life insurance expenses. The expense factors were then 
derived by sca]ing the L O M A  seed z%ctors to cover the 50th percentile o f  
the companies in each distribution system_. This produced a set of expense 
Factors that was generally higher thm~ the average for the respective groups. 

Tables i-,-'!, show expense factors by distrfbution system. 

TABLE i 

~.,R ANC'H OFFIC]~ 

Acquisition Maintenance 

Per Policy S65 $33 
Per Unit e i -  o t . , 3  

Percent of Premium 72% 

TABLE 2 

DiRI2CT £VLARKE7 ING 

[ Acquisition ] Malntenallce 
Per Policy, I $9 i i 346 
eel- Unit r si.60 [ 
Percent of Premium [ 50 I 

TABLE 3 

HOME S ~{i<\"ICE 

I 
1 Acquisition Maintenance 

Per Policy 1 $53 $27 
Per Unit [ $0.95 
Percent of Premium ] 29% 
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TABLE 4 

ALL OTHER 

Acquisition Maintenance 

Per Policy $73 $37 

Per Unit $ 1.30 

Percent of  Premium 40% 

Note the following in applying these expense factors: 

® All of the expense factors are to be used and the results summed. 
• Premiums for single premium products should be multiplied by 6% prior 

to the application of the percent of premium factor. 
• These factors do not cover premium taxes, state and federal income taxes, 

or commissions. All of these items must be considered in addition to the 
expenses generated by the GRET. 

The factors by distribution system may be used by a company or division 
that meets the description of  that distribution system. A company may use 
one set of GRET factors for a specific distribution system and another set 
of GRET factors for a separate distribution system but cannot mix GRET 
factors and the company's own. For example, a company using the GRET 
factors for the Home Service Division cannot use fully allocated factors for 
the Direct Marketing Division. 

General descriptions of the different distribution systems follow. It is ex- 
pected that actuaries will apply professional judgment in determining dis- 
tribution system categories. 

Branch Office. A company or division which operates an agency building 
system featuring field management people who are employees although their 
compensation may be largely based on production. The company provides 
significant employee benefits to field employees in addition to direct com- 
pensation. 

Direct Marketing. A company or division that markets directly to the 
public through printed or other media. No direct field compensation is in- 
volved. 

Home Service. A company or division that markets smaller insurance 
policies through an organization that resembles the Branch Office system in 
organizational and compensation structure but focuses on smaller policies 
and agent collections of premiums. Note that we have focused only on the 
ordinary life business of  companies and have not considered industrial busi- 
ness. 
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Ot£~er. Companies or ~i<,isio: s other than those described above including 
those that ntarke~ througi: ,2i:oke::s a~:d (}ener~:! Agents. 

This POG included the :bi!c,,:,ing i :dividuais: 

Tim Hart'is: ivii H:t:an & Aobcctson (Ch~.h') 
Doug ]<howling, -lllinghas: - Y:>.~,,e:s ~er rn  
Zain )vlohe},-Deeu, <oc <.w eg"/s.ck:a:ies 8m£7 
~ohn Ps, lrner~ Society o£ Acktarics ~ "/ice President 
Mark Peary,  N/Lid 
Irwin Vanderhoof: "{vle:::ber s r Socic%/ c.£ Actuaries Committee on Life In- 

surance Research 

>,,~"~ again :~:a::~'" ' ~:'eg Co~o~ ~. :.? LOll'</', :'or ............. i~{~ ~s<::s.~s~-~ee in :orovid~ng~ the 
seed expense :%ctors :}:a: aib>,  us :o hiss an experience-based set 0£ seed 
factors. This provides a method of allocation by type o£ expense factor that 
is based on research. 

Please contact an},, o: ? i::~ ?OG :net:shore at heX yearbook address with 
a n y  CO~/iAii!el3.ts ~ .  <'o~q'" ~ri% ~ ,  . . . .  ~ . .  ~ ~:ig_: ~ ,~> ..... : q t ! y  N a v e .  

I~,%Steo--The Society o2/,_ct: 'a:es : iec : ie l  to undertake a formal project to 
exam[no the va":ado> in LiSt :surance Compan}/ expenses. The work is 
being per{%nr~ed by Don Seg£ :: PL.!i. candidate at the New YoNx Univer- 
sit 3, Sten: School 0£ :Ltsiness undo- the supervision of h'win Vanderhoof  
and other nsembers of  the P©t ' ,  tOM>',  and a number of their member  
companies ate assisting wkk the stud},,. 

in light o£ this study.~ as 7;0 the 70 owing let:e< the NAiC has consented 
to continue al!owing tire use el" the QRET described in this paper until the 
completlos o£ the stud},' estin-~_ted to be :he summer of 2000. 

Timothy F. Harris 

October 23, !998 

Des.:" Xr .  Harris: 

i am writing {o you it<. you: c~:paci%/ as head of the Soc-iety of Actuaries' 
Variation k! Lff<e /nsura:<ce Compariy F}xse~sse Resea<ch Project On behalf 
of  the NA:C :4its Oisciosure R,"orking G::ou.~3, [ want to express rny app:e- 
ciaxion £or the work }.,our committee is doiug in researching life insurance 
company expense :eveis. 

] t  iS n"}y LLN.~.~,zSLc;!ZCi]'Q.r : r~ ' :  t} ' .e J , j . .  iS s p o n s o F ] i I ~  ap. a c e o u . n t i n g  student 
who is doing his PL.L. disserts.!:ion o~: tlsis topic. It is also my understanding 
that this student exoects to co :np ere :]ffs work :n the summer o f  t999, and 
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that your committee anticipates using that work to develop a new Generally 
Recognized Expense Table by approximately the summer of 2000. If that 
schedule were met, then a new GRET would be ready for use in the year 
2001. Please let me know if you envision a different timeframe. Also, the 
working group would appreciate your thoughts regarding the need, if any, 
to make adjustments to the existing GR2ET prior to that date. At this point, 
absent a compelling reason to do otherwise, the working group does not 
envision modifying the GRET prior to the development of a new table for 
the year 2001. This is in keeping with the NAIC's recently adopted Y2K 
moratorium. 

The working group is certainly supportive of the SOA's work, and we hope 
that companies will cooperate in this effort. Please do not hesitate to contact 
me if there is any assistance that the working group can provide relative to 
this project. 

Sincerely, 
Tom Foley, Chair 
NAIC Life Disclosure Working Group 

of the Life Insurance & Annuities (A) Committee 




